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Robert Luke,1,2,4,* Hamish Innes-Brown,3 Jaime A. Undurraga,1 and David McAlpine1

SUMMARY

Sounds reach the ears as a mixture of energy generated by different sources. Lis-
teners extract cues that distinguish different sources from one another, including
how similar sounds arrive at the two ears, the interaural coherence (IAC). Here,
we find listeners cannot reliably distinguish two completely interaurally coherent
sounds from a single sound with reduced IAC. Pairs of sounds heard toward the
front were readily confused with single sounds with high IAC, whereas those
heard to the sides were confused with single sounds with low IAC. Sounds that
hold supra-ethological spatial cues are perceived as more diffuse than can be ac-
counted for by their IAC, and this is accounted for by a computational model
comprising a restricted, and sound-frequency dependent, distribution of audi-
tory-spatial detectors. We observed elevated cortical hemodynamic responses
for sounds with low IAC, suggesting that the ambiguity elicited by sounds with
low interaural similarity imposes elevated cortical load.

INTRODUCTION

Grouping sounds together and separating them from others underpins our ability to make sense of the

world. Acoustic features such as harmonicity, common onset time, or co-modulation of amplitude or spec-

tral cues all contribute to the ability to group sounds together, assign them to specific sources, and segre-

gate them from others (Bregman, 1994). The similarity of sounds arriving at each ear—their interaural

coherence—may also modulate the perception of auditory objects. Sounds with high interaural coherence

(IAC) are generally heard as compact or focused whereas those with low IAC tend to be perceived as more

diffuse. In quiet, non-reverberant rooms, most acoustic sources generate sounds with high IAC and are

perceived as clearly defined auditory objects (Blauert and Lindemann, 1986; Griffiths and Warren, 2004).

However, in noisy or highly reverberant rooms, reflections from hard surfaces and interference patterns

from multiple sources reduce IAC and the perceived clarity of the sources generating those sounds. The

degree to which sounds are interaurally coherent depends on the stability of binaural cues—differences

in the timing and intensity of sounds at the two ears that underpin the ability to locate the sources of sounds

along the horizontal plane (Grothe et al., 2010). Binaural cues that are stable over time are more likely to

originate from distinct sources. Sounds with rapidly fluctuating binaural cues tend to arise from back-

ground features, including the physical properties of the listening space itself (Traer and McDermott,

2016). Listeners integrate these rapidly fluctuating cues—which can hold supra-ethological and incon-

gruent values, i.e., values not possible for a direct sound path between source and listener and experi-

enced for extended periods—to generate knowledge of the broader listening environment.

Commonly, sources exist in the physical environment and can generate sounds that propagate as acoustic

waves. The physical properties of these sounds can be quantified using standardized metrics which,

measured at one or both ears, are referred to as monaural and binaural cues, respectively. The transduction

of the acoustic waveform at each ear elicits a neural representation from which the perception of an audi-

tory image is generated, eliciting perceptual qualities that can be assessed behaviorally. The extent to

which acoustic cues are congruent and sustained contributes to the perception of a stable auditory object,

often externalized to beyond the head within the context of the physical environment (Best et al., 2020). To

allow for precise control of sound properties and cues, however, sounds are often synthesized independent

of the source, and presented directly to the ears via stereo headphones. Like real-world stimuli, these syn-

thetic stimuli may elicit the percept of an acoustic image and can be systematically manipulated to modify

their qualia. Here, we employ synthetically generated binaural stimuli to explore both the perception and

neural representation of auditory spatial cues, including the interaural coherence (IAC)—the degree to

which sounds are similar at the two ears. Interaural coherence can be quantified as the peak of the

cross-correlation coefficient of the sounds at the two ears (Aaronson and Hartmann, 2010; Chait et al.,
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2005). In headphone listening, a fully coherent sound (IAC = 1.0) is perceived as a compact intracranial im-

age located in toward the center of the head. The perceived width of the image broadens as IAC is reduced

until, for highly incoherent sounds (IAC z0.0), it is reported as either spanning the head or as two distinct

images, one toward either ear (Blauert and Lindemann, 1986; Hall et al., 2005). Sensitivity to changes in IAC

is not uniform across the range, with human listeners an order of magnitude more sensitive to changes in

IAC from fully correlated sounds than they are to changes from less correlated, or fully uncorrelated,

sounds (Kaigham and Colburn, 1981; Pollack and Trittipoe, 1959). Listeners are also faster and more accu-

rate at detecting rapid deviations from interaurally correlated than uncorrelated noise (Chait et al., 2005;

McEvoy et al., 1991). This perceptual nonlinearity is consistent with the general framework of detecting

changes from ordered to disordered states (Chait et al., 2005,2007), with the brain integrating information

over time until a sufficient level of reliability is reached. Under this framework, common across sensory mo-

dalities (Julesz and Tyler, 1976), coherent sensory input reaches a certain level of reliability faster than inco-

herent input.

Changes in IAC elicit event-related potentials in auditory cortex that parallel behavioral detection and re-

action times. Electrophysiological responses occur earlier for changes away from coherent compared to

incoherent sounds, and larger changes in IAC evoke larger event-related potentials (Ando et al., 1987;

Chait et al., 2005,2007; Jones et al., 1991; McEvoy et al., 1991; Soeta et al., 2004). Behavioral assays consider

IAC in terms of a continuum, and electrophysiological and imaging studies assess it in terms of high and

low/dis-ordered soundscapes. Nevertheless, listeners commonly report fully uncorrelated sounds as

sounding like two intracranial images (Hall et al., 2005) if allowed to do so. The perception of uncorrelated

sounds as comprising two images makes sense from the perspective of auditory spatial cues. In headphone

listening, an IAC of zero is generated by presenting two completely independent sounds, one to each ear.

In natural listening, two separate sources relatively proximate to the listener can generate interaural time

and level differences (ITDs and ILDs; binaural cues for localizing sources on the horizontal plane) that, com-

bined, would produce very low values of IAC. As such, a relationship exists between multiple acoustic ob-

jects and the perception of acoustic backgrounds.

Here, we explored the ability of human listeners to discriminate foreground from background sounds,

based on sensitivity to IAC. In a headphone-listening task, listeners had to identify which of two stimuli

was more similar to a diffuse background. One stimulus comprised two independent sounds originating

from different locations (each with IAC = 1), and the other contained a single frontal sound with reduced

IAC. Stimuli composed of single sounds with IAC near 1.0 were easily distinguishable from the diffuse back-

ground, but this was not the case for stimuli composed of two sounds positioned to either side. Further-

more, stimuli composed of two sounds positioned closer to the front weremore readily confused with stim-

uli composed of a single sound with moderate IAC. Stimuli composed of two sounds that were positioned

further away from the midline maintained their relative similarity to fully incoherent reference sounds. The

increase in perceptual ambiguity of sounds positioned further away from the auditory midline is consistent

with the increase in minimum audible angle—the minimum distance a source must traverse before it is

perceived to hold a different location (Mills, 1958)—for sources located more laterally.

Headphone listening enables access to ITDs beyond the range generated by the distance between the ears

on an average human head and the speed of sound (equating to approx.G680 ms) (Feddersen et al., 1957;

Kuhn, 1977). We observe that sounds with ITDs beyond the width of the head are perceived as more similar

to diffuse background than sounds with ITDs confined to the width of the head. This increase in perceptual

ambiguity for ITDs beyond the head width is explicable in terms of an additional reduction in IAC relative to

the IAC of the sound signal at the two ears. We modeled the difference in perceptual ambiguity generated

by sounds holding ethological and supra-ethological values of ITD in terms of the range of internal delays

instantiated in the brain, and found that delay taps up to approximately 1/2 the period of the stimulus cen-

ter frequency—the so-called p-limit (McAlpine et al., 2001; Thompson et al., 2006)—are required to ac-

count for the difference. Extending the range of taps beyond thep-limit provides no additional explanatory

power. This p-limited representation of ITDs is consistent with the neural representation of ITDs reported

from in vivo recordings in a wide range of smaller mammals (Brand et al., 2002; Harper et al., 2014; Joris

et al., 2005; McAlpine et al., 2001).

Finally, using functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) neuroimaging to explore the cortical represen-

tation of IAC, we find that sounds with low IAC—generating an ambiguous spatial percept—utilize more
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resources than sounds with high IAC. Specifically, the oxyhemoglobin-related hemodynamic response in

planum temporale increases with decreasing IAC, suggesting that perceptual ambiguity is associated

with an increase in computational load. Our data are consistent with the view that spatial information is pro-

cessed in the dorsal pathway (Bizley and Cohen, 2013), and that planum temporale acts as a ‘computation

hub’ requiring greater neural resources to form a stable perceptual representation when less-reliable sen-

sory input is available (Griffiths and Warren, 2002; Kumar et al., 2007).

RESULTS

Listeners exploit interaural coherence to judge the similarity of single and multiple

intracranial images to diffuse noise

In headphone listening, sounds with low IAC are described as having a broad and diffuse intracranial image

percept, or are perceived as two separate, lateralized intracranial images, one toward either ear (Blauert

and Lindemann, 1986; Hall et al., 2005). We asked whether listeners could distinguish stimuli composed

of two, fully coherent auditory sounds from stimuli composed of a single sound with reduced IAC. Seven

listeners (4 female) performed a repeated two-interval, forced choice task in which each interval contained

a pair of stimuli. The first half of each interval—the reference sound—was always a fully incoherent noise

(IAC = 0.0). The second half of each interval was either a single sound with zero ITD and variable IAC (in

the range 1.0 to 0.0), or it comprised two simultaneous sounds with ITDs of equal magnitude but opposite

sign (van der Heijden and Trahiotis, 1999). Each sound consisted of band-limited noise of 400-Hz band-

width centered at 500 Hz. Stimuli were presented in blocks, with all combinations of IAC presented in a

block. An experimental session contained multiple blocks with a single value of unsigned ITD for the

two sounds (Figure 1A). Presentation order—whether the interval in which the second sound contained

two sounds or was a noise with varied IAC—was randomized, and listeners were asked to ‘‘select the inter-

val with the two sounds that were most similar’’.

We assessed listeners’ abilities to distinguish single-sound stimuli with reduced IAC from stimuli composed

of two sounds with non-zero ITDs. We first explored ITDs G250 ms, G375 ms and G500 ms (McAlpine et al.,

2001; Salminen et al., 2018; Thompson et al., 2006; von Kriegstein et al., 2008), all of which lie within the

range generated by the size of the head (Figures 1B and 1D). When the IAC of the sound was 1.0, listeners

consistently selected the interval which contained two lateralized sounds as being that in which the pair of

sound images wasmost similar. That is, they indicated that the stimulus with two sounds wasmore similar to

the reference sound with IAC = 0.0 (Figure 1D right). As the IAC of the single-sound was reduced, listeners

increasingly selected the interval containing the single-sound with reduced IAC as being more similar to

the reference sound. A value of 50% indicates that listeners selected the two-sound interval and the sin-

gle-sound interval with reduced IAC with equal probability, suggesting that both stimuli were equally

similar to the reference sound with IAC = 0. Values below 50% indicate that listeners perceived the one-

sound interval with reduced coherence to be more similar to the reference sound with IAC = 0.0 than

they did the two-sound interval. Below a particular value of IAC, considerably greater than 0.0, listeners

no longer consistently selected intervals composed of two sounds as being more similar to the fully inco-

herent sound. Surprisingly, even when the single-sound and reference sound in one interval were identical,

i.e., both sounds had IAC = 0.0, listeners selected the two-sound interval as most similar to the reference in

30% of trials for the 250 Hz condition and 50% of trials in the 500 Hz condition.

The highest value of single-sound IAC at which listeners reported as being equally similar to the reference

sound as the two-sound interval varied systematically as a function of ITD; �0.6 IAC for ITDs of G250 ms;

�0.4 for ITDs of G375 ms; and �0.2 for ITDs of G500 ms (Figure 1D). Listeners’ selection at IAC of zero

also varied systematically as a function of ITD of the two sounds (Figure 1D left). Specifically, for two-sound

interval with the most central pair of sources (ITD = G250 ms) listeners more readily judged single-sound

interval with reduced IAC to be similar to the fully incoherent reference than they did the two sounds,

although it was still the case that on nearly 30% of trials listeners could not distinguish completely inco-

herent sounds from two sounds with ITDs of G250 ms. This ambiguity increased for sources with ITDs

of G375 ms, whereas for the most-lateralized sources with ITDs of G500 ms listeners judged two sounds

as being equally similar to the reference as the fully uncorrelated sound.

Our data are consistent with sounds positioned close to the midline emerging more readily from a diffuse

background, and with listeners showing greater acuity when localizing and tracking auditory objects to-

ward the midline (Carlile and Leung, 2016; Strybel et al., 1992).
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Sounds reach each eardrum as a unitary waveform, with no explicit, separable information about source

identities or locations generating them. The extent to which sounds are perceived as originating from

distinct sources, then, relies on stimulus features that contribute to perceptual grouping and segregation

(Bregman, 1994). Although it seems intuitive that spatial properties such as source location would function

as potent grouping cues, little evidence exists to support this contention, and neural mechanisms under-

pinning grouping and segregation remain poorly understood, including for well-established cues such as

harmonicity. Because ITD information is derived several synaptic stages beyond the inner ear, the indepen-

dently generated sources in our two-sound stimuli will first be combined as a single waveform at each

eardrum before binaural processing. To this end, we assessed the extent to which the combined IAC of

the sounds might explain listeners’ preferences when judging the relative similarity of stimuli composed

of two sounds to stimuli comprising a single, fully incoherent sound. To do so, we calculated the IAC—

defined as the peak of the cross-correlation function of the signals at the two ears (Figure 1C)—of two-

sound stimulus and partially coherent sounds judged to be perceptually similar. We found this to be highly

predictable based on the IAC of the signals [Pearson correlation, r(3) = 0.99, p <0.001. Figure 1E], indicating

that listeners can exploit interaural differences, quantified in this study using the IAC metric, as a feature in

their judgment to differentiate a single sound with reduced coherence from stimuli consisting of multiple

sounds.

Figure 1. Interaural coherence describes the ability to distinguish diffuse noise from multiple sounds

(A). The two-interval, forced choice experimental paradigm. In this example the second stimulus in the second interval contained two sounds, each with an

IAC = 1, but with equal and opposite ITD value.

(B). Illustration of the ITDs used for the two sound stimuli.

(C). Example cross correlation functions for the two sound stimuli.

(D). The percentage of trials for which listeners reported stimuli composed of two sounds beingmore similar to a single, incoherent noise than a single sound

with reduced IAC. Listeners consistently perceive the two-sound stimuli as being more similar to incoherent noise when compared to a single sound with

IAC = 1 (right). Listeners provided a less consistent response when presented with an interval containing a pair of incoherent sounds (left). The dashed line

indicates chance selection in the task. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. The inset provides an example of how the three single-sound IAC values

may be perceived by listeners, with the single-sound IAC condition represented by a central image (gray) that broadens with reducing IAC, and the location

of the two sounds indicated with bars.

(E). Relation between IAC of the two-sound interval and the IAC value in the experiment at which listeners selected randomly between the two-sound

condition and the single sound with reduced coherence. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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We next determined whether the IAC for which listeners judged stimuli with two sounds and sounds with

reduced coherence to be of equal similarity to the reference signal arose for any combination of ITDs of the

two-sound intervals. We assessed this for the same band of noise centered at 500-Hz center frequency and

two additional noise bands centered at 250 Hz and 1000 Hz (see STAR Methods). Additional centre fre-

quencies were included to determine if the effect of ITD on this judgment was frequency dependent. Neu-

ral recordings from a range of small mammals suggest a frequency-dependent representation of best ITD

as observed in small mammals and supporting the existence of a p-limited range of ITD detectors (McAl-

pine et al., 2001; Thompsonet al., 2006). ITDs of the left- and right-leading sounds were independently and

randomly selected in the range 125 to 1,500 ms for the 500-Hz and 1000-Hz center frequencies and 125 to

3,000 ms for the 250-Hz center frequency (Figure 2A). Extending the range of ITDs beyond the head-width

and center frequencies provides for a greater range of possible cross-correlation functions and finer

Figure 2. Perception and modeling of multiple sounds located within and beyond the human head width

(A). The horizontal bars illustrate the range of ITDs from which two values were randomly chosen for each trial, the color of the bar represents whether the ITD

was considered within or beyond the head width. The dots represent the example conditions used in Figure 2B.

(B). Two examples of cross-correlation functions for two sounds that are not equally lateralized, note that the two examples have vastly different cross-

correlation functions but similar maximum, IAC values.

(C). Behavioral responses from all conditions reported as a function of the difference between the IAC of the single-sound and the two-sound stimulus. A

difference of zero indicates that the second sound in each interval had the same IAC. Note that the trials with ITDs beyond the head width (red) are reported

as more like the reference than the within head width (blue) trials. The inset illustrates the results from each individual participant grouped across all trials (D).

The difference between the beyond and within head width results when the cross-correlation computational model used a restricted range of lags to

estimate the IAC.

(E). Same as in d, but reported as a function of stimulus phase relative to center frequency.

(F). Schematic of results. Arrangement of coincidence detector as described in von Kriegstein et al. (2008) (gray circles and arrows), overlaid with the lowest

ITD in the computational model before prediction error increased. The black line represents the proposed upper limit—the p-limit—to the existence of

coincidence detectors. The orange line represents the limit of ITDs predominantly utilized by participants in this experiment.
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sampling of the IAC range (Figure 2B). It also allows us to determine whether the inability to distinguish two

coherent sounds from an incoherent one depends on whether ITDs of the two sounds are symmetric

around the midline. For trials where the IAC of the single and two-sound stimuli were identical (indicated

as zero difference in Figure 2C), listeners selected randomly (binomial test, estimate = 0.474 p = 0.239, 95%

CI = 0.433–0.516), confirming the result from the first experiment regarding the importance of IAC in

making perceptual judgments about sound-image complexity. For trials in which the stimulus IAC of the

single-sound was greater than the IAC of the combined two-sound stimulus (Figure 2C), listeners selected

the interval containing two sounds as being more similar to the reference (binomial test, estimate = 0.822

p< 0.001, 95% CI = 0.795–0.847), confirming that listeners can exploit IAC as a cue to distinguish two

coherent sounds from one sound with reduced coherence regardless of the symmetry of the two sounds

about the midline.

Sounds with ITDs beyond the head width are perceived as more diffuse than sounds within

the head width

Most models of auditory-spatial processing include a network of internal delays, the function of which is to

represent source location—either as a place or rate code—by offsetting externally applied ITDs. Whether

implemented to account for ITDs generated by true sources in free field, or a broader range accessible

through headphone listening, a key feature of these models is a reduced number of internal delay taps

(or fidelity of the delay mechanism) with increasing magnitude of ITD. Without this reduction, internal de-

lays could offset completely ITDs of infinite magnitude. In vivo recordings in a range of small mammals sug-

gest that delay taps exist up to approximately 1/2 the period of the stimulus center frequency (Brand et al.,

2002; Harper et al., 2014; Joris et al., 2005; McAlpine et al., 2001); however, neuroimaging studies have yet

to specify the distribution in humans (Thompson et al., 2006; von Kriegstein et al., 2008). In our analysis,

therefore, we distinguished between trials in which ITDs of both sounds in the two-sound stimuli were

restricted to the range generated by the width of the human head (approx. G680 ms) from those in which

one or both ITDs lay beyond this range. In everyday listening, ITDs within the ethological range that persist

for sustained periods are most often generated by a true source—localized in physical space—and are

assumed to be fully represented by the binaural system. i.e., the IAC represented within the binaural system

is the same as the IAC of the signal arriving at the ears. As such, in the context of our headphone-listening

experimental data, these ‘‘within head-width’’ trials anchor a listener’s response to an internally repre-

sented IAC generated by these sustained ITDs.

When the IAC of the two-sound stimulus in one interval was lower than the IAC of the single-sound stimulus

in the other (Figure 2C right), two-sounds with long ITDs were perceived as more similar to a fully inco-

herent (IAC = 0.0) reference than were trials with ITDs confined to the ethological range. This indicates

that listeners perceived the sound as if it had a lower IAC than the stimulus signal would suggest, i.e.,

the internal representation of the IAC for sounds with ITDs beyond the head width is reduced relative to

sounds with ITDs confined to the head width. This interpretation is consistent with a range of psychoacous-

tic-based models suggesting a reduction in the fidelity of the internal representation of ITD detectors for

ITDs of increasing magnitude, especially for ITDs beyond the range generated by the size of the head.

Fewer or less-effective detectors representing longer ITDs reduce the IAC, leading to a less-accurate rep-

resentation of the ITDs present in the binaural signal.

To understand if the apparent increase in similarity of sounds with ITDs beyond the head width to the

fully incoherent reference sound could be explained by a restricted range of ITD detectors—as observed

in other mammals (Brand et al., 2002; Harper et al., 2014; Joris et al., 2005; McAlpine et al., 2001)—the

behavioral data were used as input to a computational model designed to determine the range of time

delays that best accounted for the difference in perception of sounds with ITDs beyond the ethological

range relative to within. For each of the trials containing ITDs beyond the head width, the model esti-

mated an internal IAC by varying the range of lags used in the cross-correlation function in the range

0–4,000 ms. The average behavioral response was calculated for each internal IAC, and the difference

in behavioral performance between the within- and beyond-head width conditions was computed for

each model. A minimal difference in performance between the within- and beyond-head width condi-

tions indicates that the model better estimates the cue that listeners exploited when responding to

each trial. For the 500-Hz center frequency band of noise, the computational model predicted listeners’

responses for trials with ITDs beyond the ethological range with 10% error rate, when the range of lags

was greater than 3000 ms. Reducing the range of lags to 2000 ms did not change performance, consistent
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with the cross-correlation functions having few maxima above 2000 ms (Figure 2B). However, reducing the

range of lags to below 2000 ms improved the model prediction, with an optimal performance occurring

for a range of lags up to 820 ms. This is despite the existence of maxima in the cross-correlation functions

out to approximately 2000 ms. Reducing the range of lags to below 820 ms reduced performance once

more, indicating that a minimum range of lags is required to extract relevant IAC cues. Similarly, at

1000 Hz, an extended range of lags great than 3000 ms provided no benefit beyond that provided by

a range extending to 1500 ms, with optimal prediction performance obtained for a range of lags extend-

ing only to 400 ms. At 250 Hz, model performance reduced systematically—with no local minimum in er-

ror—as the range of lags was reduced. Together, these data indicate that the range of lags which the IAC

metric is computed over the range that best accounts for the listener responses is dependent on stimulus

centre-frequency, suggestive of a common, phasic representation of internal delays (Brand et al., 2002;

Harper et al., 2014; McAlpine et al., 2001). Consequently, we analyzed the data as a function of phase,

rather than time, delay (Figure 2E), which illustrated general agreement across the different centre-fre-

quency conditions. The error in the model’s prediction of the listener’s behavioral responses followed

a non-monotonic pattern, particularly for the 500 and 1000 Hz conditions, with a local minimum occurring

below p radians, i.e., 1/2 the period of the stimulus centre-frequency. The model minimum error indi-

cates the range of lags in the cross-correlation function that best allowed the model to describe the

listener responses. The predictive performance of the model did not improve when the range of lags

was increased above 1/2 the period of the stimulus centre-frequency, and the optimal range of lags

that best accounted for data across all conditions occurred at 0.825 p. The frequency-dependent,

p-limited, representation of ITD detectors required to account for human perception of IAC is consistent

with the neural representation of ITDs recorded in vivo in a wide range of smaller mammals with various

head sizes (Brand et al., 2002; Harper et al., 2014; McAlpine et al., 2001).

Incoherent sounds engage greater cortical resources than coherent sounds

Our behavioral data suggest that increasing the ITD of two sounds beyond the ethological range increases

their perceptual ambiguity. ITDs beyond the head width engender additional perceptual ambiguity not ac-

counted for by the IAC of the signal. Reasoning that increased perceptual ambiguity requires the use of

more cortical resources, we employed functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) to assess cortical neu-

ral activation when listening to auditory-spatial percepts with different degrees of interaural coherence.We

focused our assessment on planum temporale, a cortical region suggested to reflect perception of auditory

objects (Bizley and Cohen, 2013), one in which stimulus features are grouped in terms of abstract represen-

tations (Griffiths and Warren, 2002,2004). Activity to attended streams is enhanced compared to unat-

tended streams in planum temporale (Mesgarani and Chang, 2012), and functional magnetic resonance im-

aging (fMRI) studies have demonstrated planum temporale to be sensitive to IAC (Barrett and Hall, 2006;

Zimmer and Macaluso, 2005).

fNIRS measures hemodynamic responses generated by superficial cortical regions only, making it ideal

for studying activity in planum temporale uncontaminated by signals generated by deeper cortical struc-

tures. We confirmed the suitability of fNIRS to investigate activity in planum temporale by calculating the

specificity of our optode array using photon-migration simulations for different ROIs (Zimeo Morais et al.,

2018). Our array was most sensitive to the inferior parietal lobe, encompassing planum temporale, with a

specificity value of 55%. Specificity to Heschl’s gyrus, implicated in the processing of more fundamental

acoustic features, including ITD per se (Higgins et al., 2017; von Kriegstein et al., 2008), was just 1%

(Figure 3A).

Twenty participants (11 female) listened passively to sounds with varying degrees of IAC. 400-Hz bandpass

noises centered at 500 Hz were presented for 5 s in randomized order, with intervals of variable duration

separating each presentation. Responses averaged across all values of IAC generated a canonical fNIRS

hemodynamic response, with a significant increase in oxyhemoglobin concentration relative to the control

(silent) condition between 2.2 and 7.8 s after stimulus onset (Figure 3B). Activation was observed over the

entire superior temporal gyrus with an increase in activity toward the inferior parietal lobe (Figure 3D).

Our 20 listeners constituted two separate groups of 10. All 20 listeners were exposed to the conditions with

perfectly correlated (IAC = 1) and uncorrelated (IAC = 0) sounds, and the control condition. For the com-

bined group of twenty listeners the change in oxyhemoglobin concentration to uncorrelated sounds was

2.8 mM larger than to fully correlated (z(40) = -3.073, p< 0.01) (Figure 3C).
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We also assessed the demand for cortical resources as a function of IAC by presenting listeners sounds

containing a range of IAC values intermediate to 1.0 and zero. One group of 10 listeners was presented

an additional intermediate IAC value of 0.89, the effective internal IAC suggested by computational

models when a single ITD of 1500 ms is imposed on a 400-Hz band of noise centered at 500 Hz. von Krieg-

stein et al. (2008) reported ITDs of this magnitude to generate bilateral BOLD activation in primary auditory

cortex, in contrast to ITDs of 500 ms—within the ethological range—which evoked contralaterally dominant

(to the perceived location of the source) activation in Heschl’s gyrus. The second group of 10 listeners was

exposed to the additional intermediate IAC values of 0.5 and 0.25. This covers the range over which we

observed sounds with variable IAC to be indistinguishable perceptually from fully coherent sounds contain-

ing two sounds with equal and opposite ITDs. Combined across listeners and IAC values, the change in

oxyhemoglobin increased monotonically with decreasing interaural coherence (Figure 3C), with the

factor IAC explaining a significant proportion of the variance in oxyhemoglobin concentration (z(70) =

2.584, p = 0.01). This bilateral increase in hemodynamic responses with decreasing IAC is consistent

with the elevated fMRI response in planum temporale reported for sounds with supra-ethological ITDs pre-

sumed to generate internally a similar reduction in IAC (von Kriegstein et al., 2008).

Our data, combined with the relative specificity of the optode array for planum temporale, suggest that

greater neural resources are required to process less coherent compared to more-coherent sounds. Our

data are also consistent with planum temporale operating as a computational hub for processing auditory

objects (Griffiths andWarren, 2002), with greater neural resources required to form a stable perceptual rep-

resentation in response to less reliable, potentially more-ambiguous, sensory input.

DISCUSSION

Separating foreground objects from background noise is crucial for understanding our acoustic environ-

ment. We sought to determine whether interaurally uncorrelated sounds are perceived as a diffuse back-

ground or as two sources, positioned toward either ear. We employed a behavioral task in which listeners

were presented with pairs of stimuli containing a diffuse background and either multiple sounds or single

sounds with reduced interaural coherence. We found that listeners did not reliably distinguish two sounds

from single, interaurally incoherent sounds with the same long-term coherence. These data indicate that

Figure 3. Sounds with reduced interaural coherence elicit larger cortical fNIRS responses

(A). The specificity of the fNIRS technique and optode array to each ROI as determined via photon migration simulations for planum temporale (yellow),

superior temporal gyrus (green) and Heschl’s gyrus (purple).

(B). Response morphology to all auditory stimuli and silent controls. Gray shading indicates the region where the response to auditory stimuli was

significantly larger than the (silent) control condition.

(C). Oxyhemoglobin concentration as a function of IAC. The inset describes the results of the mixed effects model examining the effect of IAC on

oxyhemoglobin concentration.

(D). Surface projection of GLM response estimates for all optodes, illustrating the response magnitude increases with decreasing IAC.
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the similarity of sounds at both ears—evaluated in this study using interaural coherence—is a readily avail-

able cue that listeners may exploit to distinguish between objects and diffuse noise.

We observed that sound images with relatively short ITDs, lateralized relatively closer to the midline, were

easier to distinguish from a single sound with reduced IAC than were sound images with relatively longer

ITDs. This suggests that variations in behavioral response with presumed location of sources along the

azimuthal plane are well described by the interaural coherence properties of acoustic signals. Furthermore,

we observed that ITDs beyond the human range impose an additional reduction in perceived coherence

not present in the stimulus, and that this change in perceptual quality is well described by a computational

model incorporating a restricted, and frequency-dependent, distribution of internal delay taps. This distri-

bution is consistent with the reported distribution of internal delays in a wide range of smaller mammals,

suggesting a conserved representation across species (Brand et al., 2002; Harper et al., 2014; Joris et al.,

2005; McAlpine et al., 2001). Employing fNIRS to measure cortical hemodynamic responses, we observed

increased hemodynamic responses for sounds with low interaural coherence in the planum temporale, a

presumed cortical nexus in the parsing of auditory scenes. Together, our data illustrate that interaural

coherence is a cue that listeners can readily employ to distinguish between multiple intracranial images

and diffuse noise, and that sounds with low interaural coherence—which are perceived more ambigu-

ously—require greater neural resources than unambiguously perceived intracranial images elicited by

sounds with a high interaural coherence.

Interaural coherence and perceptual ambiguity

Our data are consistent with threshold measures demonstrating listeners have greater acuity when localizing

and tracking auditory objects toward the anterior hemisphere (Carlile and Leung, 2016; Strybel et al., 1992).

For the longest ITDs ofG500 ms, listeners were unable to differentiate these from fully interaurally incoherent

noise. This increase in perceptual ambiguity with increasing ITD is consistent with the increase in variability of

ITD cues increasing with azimuth—sources located more frontally generate ITDs with less variability, and thus

less ambiguity than sounds from the side. Pavão et al. (2020) suggest listeners factor the increased variance in

ITD into their perceptual decision-making, such that when they hear sounds presented over headphones their

behavioral ITD thresholds account for the natural statistics of ITDs not present in the stimulus itself. However, we

were able to account for the within-head width behavioral results in this study, based purely on the interaural

coherence properties of the stimulus, without any requirement for compensatory mechanisms that consider

the (learned) statistical structure of binaural cues present in the environment

Perception of supra-ethological ITDs is consistent with a frequency-dependent distribution of

auditory-spatial detectors

We account for the perceptual ambiguity of multiple sounds in terms of their combined IAC, particularly

when the sounds are confined to the range generated by the size of the human head. Supra-ethological

ITDs impose an additional apparent reduction in IAC not present in the stimuli. Given the constrained

range of internal delays available to offset ITDs of larger magnitude in small mammals (Joris et al., 2005;

McAlpine et al., 2001; Pecka et al., 2008) we hypothesized that the additional apparent reduction in IAC

for longer ITDs was the result of reduced number or fidelity of internal delays available to offset ITDs of

this magnitude. Modeling the range of internal delays required to account for the discrepancy between

stimulus IAC and perceptual ambiguity, we found optimal performance arises when the range of internal

delay taps is constrained to 1/2 the period of the stimulus centre-frequency, the so-called p-limit. This limit

is consistent with the range of internal delays instantiated in the auditory brains of a wide range of smaller

mammals including guinea pigs (McAlpine et al., 2001), cats (Hancock and Delgutte, 2004; Joris et al.,

2005), and gerbils (Brand et al., 2002; Pecka et al., 2008). Our computational model tested a brick-wall dis-

tribution of internal delays and does not rule out a more complex distribution of detectors, for example

with a long tail of detectors with lower density out to long ITDs. Nevertheless, consistent with smaller mam-

mals, the majority of sensitivity is focused within the p-limit.

The existence of a p-limit to ITD processing is suggested to arise from the operation of biophysical mech-

anisms underpinning the sensitivity of neurons in the brainstem to microsecond time differences (Brand

et al., 2002), mechanisms that seemingly obviate the requirement for dedicated internal delays that offset

externally applied ITDs (McAlpine et al., 2001). The dominant models of human ITD-processing (Stern

and Trahiotis, 1992; Stern et al., 1988), informed by headphone listening tasks, include internal delay

taps that explicitly represent ITDs of many thousands of microseconds to account for performance in
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headphone-listening tasks. Notably, these models specifically exclude sensitivity to IAC in their analysis.

Our data support the view that neural mechanisms for spatial hearing reflect the ethological relevance

of acoustic features, namely, sounds of sustained duration containing ITDs limited to the range generated

by the size of the head, and transient, rapidly fluctuating ITDs, including those beyond the ethological

range, that contribute to background features of the listening environment. The operation of a p-limit

to ITD coding provides a succinct explanation for the spatial percept generated by two auditory objects

with ethologically plausible spatial locations and the additional reduction in perceived IAC generated

by supra-ethological ITDs in headphone-listening tasks.

Incoherent sounds require greater cortical neural resources than coherent sounds

Our fNIRS data indicating a largely monotonic increase in oxyhemoglobin utility in planum temporale as

IAC was reduced suggests an increased neural demand for processing less-coherent sounds. Planum tem-

porale is widely implicated in the formation of auditory objects (Bizley and Cohen, 2013; Griffiths and War-

ren, 2004), these objects are commonly considered to be processed within a parallel hierarchical-process-

ing model in which space and motion—predominantly represented by binaural cues—are processed in the

dorsal ‘‘where’’ pathway, and auditory objects in the ventral ‘‘what’’ pathway (Rauschecker and Tian, 2000).

Our data are consistent with this model underestimating the mutual interaction between the two pathways

and the extent to which spatial information alters object perception (Bizley and Cohen, 2013). In particular,

we demonstrate that modifying binaural spatial cues directly alters intracranial image perception, consis-

tent with studies illustrating spatial cues modulate segregation of auditory streams (Middlebrooks and On-

san, 2012), and neural activity in structures associated with object perception.

Our finding of increased neural demand for less-coherent sounds is consistent with electrophysiological

findings in humans (Ando et al., 1987; Chait et al., 2005; Soeta et al., 2004) that report larger onset re-

sponses for uncorrelated noise compared to correlated noise, and delayed responses for changes from

incoherent sounds compared to coherent sounds. However, findings from fMRI studies are less consistent,

with some studies observing increased responses for sounds with greater IAC (Budd et al., 2003; Zimmer

and Macaluso, 2005,2009), and others the reverse (Hall et al., 2005). Previous discrepancies between elec-

trophysiology and hemodynamic results have been attributed to ‘‘a lack of understanding of how hemody-

namic BOLD responses are related to the electrical physiological brain responses measured by MEG.’’

(Chait et al., 2005). Our fNIRS data provide an alternative measure of the hemodynamic response to

fMRI and indicates that discrepancies may instead be due to methodological differences. The sounds pre-

sented in this study had spectral content between 300 and 700 Hz. The frequency range, centered at 500 Hz,

is the most advantageous for spatial listening in natural environments (Hartmann et al., 2005), above this

range sensitivity to IAC is considerably reduced (Culling et al., 2001; Walther and Faller, 2013). Previous

BOLD studies employed stimuli with frequency content up to 1.5 kHz (Budd et al., 2003; Hall et al., 2005)

and even 22 kHz (Zimmer and Macaluso, 2005,2009). The inclusion of higher-frequency spectral compo-

nents changes the perception of sounds, with sound images generated reported as being more perceptu-

ally compact (Blauert and Lindemann, 1986).

Interaural coherence is an ideal tool with which to assess the representation of auditory images indepen-

dent of changes in the power or spectral content of sounds presented to the ears. Simply by reducing the

moment-by-moment similarity of the signal at each ear the perception can be modified between a punc-

tate unambiguous image and a diffuse percept. Within the predictive coding framework (Friston, 2010),

modulating the interaural coherence varies the reliability the ITD and ILD cues, such that the features con-

tained in signals with high IAC are more predictable than signals with low IAC. This framework would sug-

gest that when listening to sounds with a low IAC the system model is unable to predict upcoming input,

and thus requires constant updating and error processing which, consistent with our observations, would

requires greater cortical resources than predictable sounds with high IAC.

Limitations of the study

Although attention is not specifically required for the perception of auditory objects (Alain, 2007; Alain

et al., 1994; Bizley and Cohen, 2013; Micheyl et al., 2003), attention modulates listeners’ awareness of

them (Alain and Arnott, 2000; Shinn-Cunningham, 2008) and of their neural representation (Mesgarani

and Chang, 2012). As such, differences in attention may account for in the reported discrepancies across

studies, and may limit direct comparison of the behavioral and neuroimaging results in our own study,

which constituted active and passive tasks, respectively.
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead con-

tact, Robert Luke (robert.luke@mq.edu.au).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents

Data and code availability

d Raw data were deposited on Mendeley at: Luke, Robert (2021), ‘‘Separating Sources from Background’’,

Mendeley Data, V1, https://doi.org/10.17632/gky2sj9y6x.1.

d Code is included in the code directory alongside the data deposited in Mendeley Data.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

All data were collected under the Macquarie University Ethics Application Reference 52020640814625 and

all participants provided informed consent to participate in the experiments.

METHOD DETAILS

Participants listened to auditory stimuli presented binaurally via Etymotic Research ER-2 insert-phones

connected to an RME Fireface UCX sound card (16 bits, 44.1 kHz sampling rate). Stimuli were presented

at 75 dBA as measured with a Norsonic sound level meter (Norsonic SA, Norway) connected to an ear simu-

lator (RA0045 G.R.A.S., Denmark). The sound level meter was calibrated to an Casella Cel-110/2 sound

source.

Behavioral experiments

Two behavioural experiments were performed that employed the same overall task. The task consisted of a

two alternative forced choice procedure. Each of the two intervals contained two consecutive stimuli, each

stimulus consisted of 400 Hz bandwidth noise with a centre frequency of 500 Hz, and had a duration of 0.5

seconds with an onset and offset ramp of 0.01 seconds. In total each interval had a duration of 1 s and in-

tervals were separated by 0.5 s of silence. The first stimulus in each interval was incoherent noise (IAC = 0).

The second stimulus in each interval was either a single-sound with variable IAC selected in the range of

0 to 1 in steps of 0.2, or a two-sound stimulus, which was generated by applying various ITDs (as described

below in section Behavioural experiment 1 and Behavioural experiment 2 respectively). The order of the

intervals was randomised, and the listeners were asked to ‘‘select the interval with the two sounds that

were most similar.’’ The responses were converted to scores indicating the percentage of trials in which

participants rated the interval containing the ‘two-sound stimulus as the one which contained the

two most similar sounds. If (for a given combination of ITD for the two-sound stimulus and IAC for the

single-sound stimulus) participants had a high score, this would indicate that they consistently rated a

RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Software

MNE-Python v0.24.0 MNE Developers https://mne.tools

MNE-NIRS v0.0.6 MNE Developers https://mne.tools/mne-nirs

AuditoryStimuli.jl v0.0.12 Robert Luke https://rob-luke.github.io/AuditoryStimuli.jl/

Deposited data

Human data This paper https://doi.org/10.17632/gky2sj9y6x.1
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two-sound stimulus with a given ITD as more similar to the reference sound (a diffuse sound with IAC = 0)

than a stimulus containing a single sound with the modified IAC. Participants were able to take breaks

whenever they wished, but the software encouraged a break at three equally spaced moments in each ses-

sion. Each session lasted approximately 30 minutes. All stimuli were generated and presented using the

Julia programming language and the package AuditoryStimuli.jl (Luke, 2021).

Behavioural experiment 1: equally lateralised sources

In Experiment 1, the two sound stimuli consisted of two independent noise sources that had equal

and opposite ITDs applied to them – often described as double delayed noise (van der Heijden and

Trahiotis, 1999). This experiment consisted of 5 conditions; each condition was conducted in a single

session. In each session a single ITD was applied in the two sound stimuli. The ITDs tested

were G250 ms, G375 ms, G500 ms, G750 ms, or G1,500 ms. Additionally, a control condition was included

where the one interval contained two sounds with IAC = 0, and the other interval contained a single sound

with a negative ITD of �680 ms. Seven adult participants (4 female, 3 male) volunteered for this study, and

each condition was completed by a total of 5 participants. The order in which each participant conducted

the conditions was randomised. Each session was conducted in blocks, with each block containing all seven

conditions (6 IAC values and 1 control), blocks were repeated until at least 210 trials were completed. All

listeners achieved over 97% accuracy in the control condition.

Behavioural experiment 2: not equally lateralised sources

In Experiment 2, the two sound stimuli consisted of two independent noise sources which had indepen-

dently selected ITDs with opposite signs applied for the left and right sounds. This is in contrast to Exper-

iment 1, where the ITD for the left and right source were symmetrical about the midline. The experiment

consisted of three sessions in which the centre frequency and bandwidth of the stimulus was varied. The

centre frequencies were 250 Hz (200 Hz bandwidth), 500 Hz (400 Hz bandwidth), and 1,000 Hz (400 Hz band-

width). For each trial the ITDs were selected randomly from a uniform distribution between 125 ms and

1,500 ms for the 500 and 1000 Hz centre frequencies, and 125 ms and 3000 ms for the 250 Hz centre frequency.

All trials were presented in a randomised sequence, participants completed 150 trials per session. For each

centre frequency, 5 adult participants (3 female, 2 male) who did not participate in experiment 1 volun-

teered for this experiment.

Neuroimaging protocol

Participants were seated in a sound treated booth in a comfortable chair for the duration of the experiment.

Participants watched a silent subtitled film of their choice and were instructed to watch the film and not pay

attention to the sounds. A NIRx NIRScout device was used to collect data continuously throughout the

experiment. Sixteen sources and sixteen detectors were positioned to cover the superior temporal gyrus

and inferior parietal lobe (Shader et al., 2021). Light sources were placed at positions PP05h, P5, TPP7h,

CPP3h, CP3, CCP5h, C5, FTT7h, PPO6h, P6, TPP8h, CPP4h, CP4, CCP6h, C6, FTT8h. Detectors were placed

at positions P3, CPP5h, CP5, TTP7h, T7, CCP3h, C3, FCC5h, P4, CPP6h, CP6, TTP8h, T8, CCP4h, C4, FCC6h.

All stimuli were 5 s in duration and consisted of bandpass noise with a centre frequency of 500 Hz and

400 Hz bandwidth. A 0.1 s onset and offset ramp applied to each stimulus. The stimuli varied in the value

of the IAC, and there was a control condition that consisted of 5 s of silence. Twenty five trials of each stim-

ulus (including the silent control) were presented to each participant in a randomised order. The delivery of

stimuli was controlled by Presentation (Neurobehavioral Systems). The maximum duration of the neuroi-

maging experiment was 70 min.

This study consists of two datasets, each containing 10 adult participants (11 female, 9 male). Both datasets

contained the silent control condition, and interaural coherence conditions of IAC of 0 and 1. The first set

additionally contained intermediate IAC conditions of 0.5 and 0.25. And the second set contained the in-

termediate IAC condition of 0.89.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Behavioural experiment 1: equally lateralised sources

Data was analysed using the R (version 4.0.2) software with the tidyverse packages (version 1.3.0). Partici-

pant responses were converted to a percentage score per participant, that indicated the percentage of
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trials in which participants rated the interval containing the ‘two-sound’ stimulus as the one which con-

tained the two most similar sounds. The mean response value and 95% confidence interval across partic-

ipants is illustrated in Figure 1D per IAC and centre frequency. To determine the IAC value at which lis-

teners selected randomly, a linear line was fitted between the mean percentage scores and the point at

which the fitted line crossed the 50% value was extracted.

Behavioural experiment 2: not equally lateralised sources

For each trial, the IAC of the two-sound interval was determined from the signal. Then, for each trial the

difference between the IAC of the two-sound interval and the fixed IAC sound was computed and stored

as IACdifference. As above, participant responses were converted to a percentage score, that indicated the

percentage of trials in which participants rated the interval containing the ‘two-sound’ stimulus as the one

which contained the two most similar sounds per value of IACdifference. The trial data was split into two

groups, the first ‘‘within head width’’ group contained trials where the absolute value of both ITDs as

less 680 ms, the ‘‘beyond head width’’ group contained trials where the absolute value of both ITDs was

more than 680 ms. The mean participant response per IACdifference is displayed with 95% confidence inter-

vals in Figure 2C per group of trials. To determine if listeners selected randomly when the IAC difference

was zero, a binomial test was used to compare the trials with zero IAC difference to 50%.

Computational modelling

The aim of the modelling was to determine if the increase in similarity of sounds with ITDs beyond the head

width to the fully incoherent refence sound could be explained by a restricted range of ITD detectors. As

such, the within head width trials were treated as reference performance, as the IAC of these signals are

assumed to be fully represented by the binaural system. Then, for the beyond head width trials, the

cross-correlation function was computed from the signal over a restricted range of lags to simulate a

restricted range of ITD detectors (as predicted by the p-limit model (McAlpine et al., 2001; Thompson

et al., 2006)). For each range of lags an internal IAC metric was then extracted for the beyond head width

trials. After which, the average behavioural response was calculated for each internal IAC for each range of

lags, and the difference in behavioural performance between the within- and beyond-head width condi-

tions was computed. A minimal difference in behavioural responses between the within- and beyond-

head width conditions, per IAC and internal IAC, indicates that the model better estimates the effective

IAC that users exploited to perform the behavioural task, and indicates the likely range of lags over which

the listeners extracted information to perform the task. Specifically, for each of the two sound stimulus

waveforms, the cross-correlation function was calculated with lags up to 4000 ms. The maximum value

of the cross-correlation function was then extracted from within a restricted lag range and termed

IACrestricted(lag). The range of restricted lags was systematically evaluated between 21 and 4000 ms. As

above, the trials were split into two groups depending on if both ITDs were less than or greater to

680 ms. For the ‘‘within head width’’ trials, corresponding to ITDs less than 680 ms, the difference between

the IAC of the two-sound interval and the fixed IAC sound was computed as described above and stored as

IACdifference. For the ‘‘beyond head width’’ trials, the difference between the IACrestricted(lag) of the two-

sound interval and the fixed IAC sound was computed and stored as IACdifference_restricted(lag). Participant

responses were converted to a percentage score, that indicated the percentage of trials in which partici-

pants rated the interval containing the ‘two-sound’ stimulus as the one which contained the two most

similar sounds per IACdifference and IACdifference_restricted(lag) for the within- and beyond head width

trials respectively. The percentage scores of the ‘‘within head width’’ trials per IACdifference were used as

a reference with which to compare the ‘‘beyond head width’’ responses. For each range of restricted

lags, the difference in percentage scores per IACdifference_restricted(lag) was compared to the ‘‘within head

width’’ percentage score. Then the mean absolute difference between within- and beyond-head width

was computed over the range of differences and is reported per range of lags in Figures 2D and 2E.

Computational modelling was performed using the Julia language (version 1.3.1).

Neuroimaging analysis

We present both a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the data. The analysis procedure is based on

Luke et al. (2021a), and representative analysis code is provided at the first authors website (https://mne.

tools/mne-nirs). The qualitative analysis visualises the grand average waveform. The quantitative statistical

analysis is based on the approach of Huppert (2016)which accounts for the unique properties of the fNIRS

signal (Luke et al., 2021b). We present group level fNIRS analysis as this has been shown to be reliable for

auditory evoked responses (Wiggins et al., 2016). All analysis was performed using MNE (version 0.24)
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(Gramfort et al., 2013, 2014) andMNE-NIRS (version 0.0.6) (Luke et al., 2021a), all functions used in this anal-

ysis are publicly available. The FOLD toolbox (Zimeo Morais et al., 2018) was used to determine the chan-

nels most sensitive to the planum temporale, this bilateral region of interest contained the optodes CPP3h,

CP3, CCP5h, CPP4h, CP4, CCP6h and P3, CPP5h, CP5, CCP3h, C3, P4, CPP6h, CP6, CCP4h, C4.

Qualitative analysis

Data was resampled to 4 Hz. Source detector pairs with distances between 2 and 4 cm were retained, all

others were discarded. The signal was then converted to optical density and channels with a scalp coupling

index of less than 0.9 were discarded. The signal was then converted to haemoglobin concentration using

the modified Beer Lambert law and filtered between 0.05 and 0.45 Hz. Epochs were extracted from 3 sec-

onds before to 11 seconds after stimulus onset, with a linear detrend applied to each epoch. Any epoch

with a peak to peak value greater than 60 mM was discarded.

To confirm responses were being measured to auditory, but not control conditions, all the auditory condi-

tions were collapsed together. A cluster-level statistical permutation test was used to determine the time

window over which the NIRS signal was significantly different to zero (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007).

Quantitative analysis

The data was first resampled to 0.6 Hz (Luke et al., 2021a), followed by conversion to optical density, then

conversion to haemoglobin using the modified Beer-Lambert law with the toolbox default partial path

length factor of 0.1 (Santosa et al., 2018; Strangman et al., 2003). GLM analysis was then performed utilising

a first order autoregressive model (Huppert, 2016), the glover canonical haemodynamic response model,

and including a cosine drift model. The channel level results were combined in to a region of interest (ROI)

by taking a weighted average of the beta estimates, with the weighting equal to the inverse of the standard

error. First a mixed effects model was run on the conditions recorded in all 20 participants (control, IAC=0,

IAC=1). The mixed effects model examined the effect of condition with participant as a random factor. Sec-

ond, a mixed effects model was run on all IAC conditions (silent control excluded). This model examined

the effect of IAC with participant as a random factor.
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